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ConceptNet (CNCPT)

Description:
ConceptNet is a freely-available semantic network, designed to help computers understand the meanings of words that
people use.

Stakeholder(s):
MIT Media Lab :
ConceptNet originated from the crowdsourcing project Open
Mind Common Sense, which was launched in 1999 at the MIT
Media Lab. It has since grown to include knowledge from other
crowdsourced resources, expert-created resources, and games
with a purpose.

Luminoso Technologies, Inc. :
Development of ConceptNet takes place as an open-source
project of Luminoso Technologies, Inc. The code that builds
and powers ConceptNet is available on GitHub.

Catherine Havasi :
ConceptNet originated at the MIT Media Lab, and became part
of the Commonsense Computing Initiative, a collaboration
between MIT and other labs and companies around the world.
This global collaboration helps us collect relational knowledge
in many languages. The Commonsense Computing Initiative
was founded by Catherine Havasi, now the CEO of Luminoso.

Robyn Speer :
The development of ConceptNet 5 is led by Robyn Speer, a
Luminoso co-founder, with contributions from several other
people.

Knowledge Sources :
Sources of knowledge ~ Previous versions of ConceptNet were
a home-grown crowd-sourced project, where we ran a Web site
(Open Mind Common Sense) collecting facts from people who
came to the site. The Web of Data is much bigger than that now.
Our data comes from many different sources, some of which you
can contribute to and improve not just the state of compu-
tational knowledge, but of human knowledge. ConceptNet 5,
like previous versions, contains the relational knowledge con-
tributed to Open Mind Common Sense and its sister projects in
other languages.

DBPedia :
We connect to a subset of DBPedia, which extracts knowledge
from the infoboxes on Wikipedia articles.

Wiktionary :
Much of our knowledge comes from Wiktionary, the free
multilingual dictionary. This gives us information about syn-
onyms, antonyms, translations of concepts into hundreds of
languages, and multiple labeled word senses for many words...
If you believe a term should be understood by ConceptNet, the
most straightforward way to add it to a future build is to add
information about that term to Wiktionary, following their
guidelines.

Open Multilingual WordNet :
More dictionary-style knowledge comes from Open Multilin-
gual WordNet.

OpenCyc :
We imported a high-level ontology from OpenCyc (by Cycorp,
formerly hosted at cyc.com).

Verbosity :
Some knowledge about people's intuitive word associations
comes from "games with a purpose". We have learned facts in
English from Verbosity, a word game formerly run by the
GWAP project, and in Japanese from the "nadya.jp" game by
Nihon Unisys and Dentsu.

ConceptNet Scholars :
A paper you can cite about ConceptNet is: Robyn Speer, Joshua
Chin, and Catherine Havasi. 2017. "ConceptNet 5.5: An Open
Multilingual Graph of General Knowledge." In proceedings of
AAAI 31.
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Vision
The meanings of words are easily understood

Mission
To create an open, multilingual knowledge graph

Values
Open Data: ConceptNet is a proud part of the ecosystem of Linked Open Data.

Ease: As a modern Linked Open Data resource, the data in ConceptNet is available in a JSON-LD API, a format that
aims to make linked data easy to understand and easy to work with. If you don't care what JSON-LD is, it's just a JSON
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REST API with some extra metadata. You can use ExternalURL links in ConceptNet to find the same terms in other
vocabularies, such as WordNet, DBPedia, and OpenCyc, which can provide you with other forms of information. For
information on how to use the ConceptNet API, see the API documentation. Or just start browsing it and you'll
probably figure it out.
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Word Meanings
Create representations of word meanings as vectors
Stakeholder(s)
word2vec

GloVe

fastText

_1b945176-0f90-11ec-a8c1-28f5ff82ea00

Word vectors and recent publications ~ ConceptNet is used to create word embeddings — representations of word
meanings as vectors, similar to word2vec, GloVe, or fastText, but better. These word embeddings are free,
multilingual, aligned across languages, and designed to avoid representing harmful stereotypes. Their performance at
word similarity, within and across languages, was shown to be state of the art at SemEval 2017. The process for
learning these word vectors is described in our AAAI 2017 paper, which also shows state-of-the-art results on solving
analogy problems.

1. Cost
Make available word embeddings without charge

_0ea9c9d6-1022-11ec-be94-0dd22483ea00

2. Multilingualism
Make word embeddings multilingual

_0ea9cb52-1022-11ec-be94-0dd22483ea00

2.1. Alignment
Align word embeddings across languages

_0ea9cc74-1022-11ec-be94-0dd22483ea00

3. Stereotypes
Avoid representing harmful stereotypes

Administrative Information
Start Date:
End Date:

Publication Date: 2021-09-07
Source: https://conceptnet.io/
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